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Two years after the discovery that Earth Prime 4-6-4-0-8-9 dash Omega is in imminent danger of collapse, the Transdimensional Authority has 
helped hundreds of millions...well, millions...okay, a lot of aliens immigrate to Earth Prime. How’s that working out? 

Rodney              Pendleton, the first alien to make the move, is now a tech millionaire (hover technology is wildly popular – who knew?). 
Wainwright Walsh, lead singer for The Occidental Tourists (ask your parents...or, maybe your grandparents), puts together an all-star band to 
raise funds for a foundation to help the aliens adjust to their new home. 

But all is not beat yas and scream on Earth Prime. An investigation into the first murder of an alien being leads to an anti-alien protest group, 
revealing a dark, speciesist strain of human emotion. And a different investigation into the disappearance of aliens in Latin America reveals a 
dark, greedy strain of human emotion. 

It turns out, some problems cannot be solved by the swift, unexpected application of pie! 
 
 

Visit bit.ly/BadActors-IraNayman 
 

 
 

Ira Nayman is a debonair humunculus of mystery who leads an exciting double life as an author of humorous divertissements. He 
has self-published 12 books in the Alternate Reality News Service series, the latest of which is code-named Good King Wrenchless 
(but is really named Welcome to the Insurrection (We’re Not Sorry For the Inconvenience)), as well as XBT12 (Idiotocracy for 
Dummies, an omnibus volume containing the first three Vesampucceri books). Bad Actors is the seventh novel in the 
Transdimensional Authority/Multiverse series, the second in the alien refugees trilogy.  

 Ira has also been assigned a bottom secret mission to promote the 20th anniversary of his web site, Les Pages aux Folles, which will take place 
in the first week of September, 2022. The birthplace of both the Alternate Reality News Service and the Transdimensional Authority, Les Pages 
aux Folles’ weekly updates of social and political satire will fill 38 books and comprise somewhere between two and two and a half million 
words. 

 Ira was also the editor of Amazing Stories magazine for two and a half years, and is past President of SFCanada, the organization of science 
fiction and fantasy professionals. Or, at least, that’s his cover story and he’s sticking to it. 
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